Characterization of a \textit{Salmonella} Transcription Factor-DNA Complex and Identification of the Inducer by Native Mass Spectrometry
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Abstract

FraR, a transcriptional repressor, was postulated to regulate the metabolism of the Amadori compound fructose-asparagine (F-Asn) in the foodborne pathogen \textit{Salmonella enterica}. Here, the DNA- and inducer-binding affinities and stoichiometries of FraR were determined and cross-verified by electrophoretic mobility-shift assays (EMSAs) and online buffer exchange coupled to native mass spectrometry (OBE-nMS). We demonstrate the utility of OBE-nMS to characterize protein and protein-DNA complexes that are not amenable to offline exchange into volatile buffers. OBE-nMS complemented EMSAs by revealing that FraR binds to the operator DNA as a dimer and by establishing 6-phosphofructose-aspartate as the inducer that weakens DNA binding by FraR. These results provide insights into how FraR regulates the expression of F-Asn-catabolizing enzymes and add to our understanding of the intricate bacterial circuitry that dictates utilization of diverse nutrients.

Introduction

\textit{Salmonella enterica} (Salmonella) can utilize the naturally occurring Amadori product fructose-asparagine (F-Asn) as a source of carbon and nitrogen to support its growth.\textsuperscript{1} The ability of \textit{Salmonella} to convert F-Asn into glucose-6-phosphate and L-aspartate depends on the fra locus, which consists of five genes: fraR, fraB, fraD, fraA, and fraE (Figure 1(a)).\textsuperscript{1,2} The regulation of fra gene expression by FraR, a putative transcriptional repressor, is not understood, a gap that we address here.

Qualitative and quantitative aspects of DNA-protein complexes have been studied by several methods including electrophoretic mobility-shift assays (EMSAs), isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC), and surface plasmon resonance (SPR).\textsuperscript{3} In addition to technical caveats associated with each method, attributes such as the stoichiometry of the DNA-protein complex, especially in the presence of small-molecule inducers that serve as on/off switches in vivo, still require confirmation by other approaches. In this regard, insights on protein-protein, protein-ligand, and protein-nucleic acid interactions have been gained from native mass spectrometry (nMS), a powerful analytical tool that allows study of macromolecular complexes in the gas phase where proteins remain folded and non-covalent interactions can be preserved.\textsuperscript{4,5}
Moreover, structural information such as stoichiometry, connectivity, and conformational changes can be obtained by coupling nMS to ion mobility, where species are separated based on their size and shape.\textsuperscript{6} Likewise, nMS together with collision-induced dissociation and surface-induced dissociation can be used to elucidate protein stability and subcomplex connectivity. Furthermore, UV photodissociation and electron-based techniques such as electron capture dissociation and electron transfer dissociation, can furnish covalent fragmentation information that in turn is useful for mapping ligand binding sites and conformational changes.\textsuperscript{7,8}

Despite the important advances fostered by nMS, there are some limitations. First, samples are usually analyzed in the nanomolar and micromolar concentration range thus limiting the scope of biological assemblies that can be investigated. Second, aggregation or precipitation under nMS conditions can remove some species from examination and affect spectral quality and accuracy. Third, in a typical nMS workflow, biological samples are buffer-exchanged into a solution of a volatile salt (e.g., ammonium acetate) prior to nMS analysis. The use of a volatile electrolyte at the physiological pH and ionic...
strength allows for transfer of biomolecules from solution to the gas phase without perturbing protein-binding interactions. Obtaining well-resolved mass spectral data, however, occasionally entails applying additional energy in the form of in-source trapping/in-source clean-up by heat and/or collisions with background gas.\textsuperscript{9,10} Using such harsh conditions to obtain well-resolved peaks is appropriate when only an accurate mass is desired. For structural information (e.g., by activation and dissociation after mass selection), however, it may be preferable to use solvent- and salt-adding ions for preserving native-like structures,\textsuperscript{5} a choice further supported by findings that in-source trapping can cause structural rearrangements.\textsuperscript{11} Last, some molecular assemblies require the presence of inorganic salts and other components to maintain their inter-subunit interactions and stability. However, nMS studies performed by using non-volatile salts or mixtures of non-volatile and volatile electrolytes can result in broad spectral peaks,\textsuperscript{12,13} due to salt addition and poor desolvation. Although submicron tip emitters can minimize salt adducts for some samples analyzed directly from non-volatile buffers prior to direct electrospray of the exchanged sample into the mass spectrometer,\textsuperscript{17} OBE, which relies on HPLC and a “desalting” chromatographic column to separate and substitute non-volatile components with a volatile electrolyte as the mobile phase (Figure 1(b)),\textsuperscript{18,19} due to salt addition and poor desolvation. Clearly, finding conditions that preserve the native features of biological assemblies while rendering them compatible for nMS can be difficult for some samples. Here, we provide one solution.

OBE-nMS is a technique that allows rapid buffer exchange of proteins from non-volatile to volatile buffers prior to direct electrospray of the exchanged sample into the mass spectrometer.\textsuperscript{17} OBE, which relies on HPLC and a “desalting” chromatographic column to separate and substitute non-volatile components with a volatile electrolyte as the mobile phase (Figure 1(b)),\textsuperscript{18,19} has been used to study individual recombinant proteins, protein-protein complexes, and overexpressed proteins in crude cell lysates.\textsuperscript{17-19} Here, we combined fluorescence-based EMSAs and OBE-nMS to elucidate the DNA- and inducer-binding affinities and stoichiometries of \textit{Salmonella} FraR, and expect this strategy to be broadly applicable for study of nucleoprotein complexes, even in cases (such as the one illustrated here) where the complex precipitates with off-line buffer exchange.

The \textit{fra} locus includes the gene for FraR,\textsuperscript{7} a member of the GntR transcription factor superfamily and the HutC subfamily.\textsuperscript{20} FraR is postulated to bind to the \textit{fraB} promoter (FBP)\textsuperscript{1} and prevent transcription of the \textit{fra} locus until its binding to an inducer (not yet identified) that causes de-repression of \textit{fraB}-DAE gene expression (Figure 1(a)). A FraR homolog called FnIR regulates the metabolism of fructose-lysine (F-Lys), another Amadori product in \textit{Escherichia coli}.\textsuperscript{21-23} GntR members (like FraR and FnIR) typically contain a helix-turn-helix N-terminal DNA binding domain (DBD) and a variable C-terminal inducer binding domain (IBD) that also facilitates dimerization.\textsuperscript{24} Binding of an inducer to the IBD triggers a conformational change and weakens the affinity of the DBD for DNA as revealed by crystal structures of the HutC subfamily homolog \textit{Bacillus subtilis} NagR, which regulates N-acetylglucosamine metabolism.\textsuperscript{24} Here, we sought to better understand FraR, especially the location of its DNA-binding site in the \textit{fra} locus, its stoichiometry \pm DNA, and the identity of its inducer metabolite.

**Identifying the DNA binding site and cellular inducer of \textit{Salmonella} FraR**

We obtained recombinant \textit{Salmonella} FraR after its overexpression in \textit{E. coli} as a fusion with maltose-binding protein and subsequent purification using immobilized metal affinity chromatography (Figure S1). To identify the minimal FraR binding site in the FBP, we used EMSAs to test the binding of FraR to a Cy5-labeled 157-bp DNA fragment (Table S1). This fragment represents \textpm175 to \textpm18 relative to the start codon of the FraB gene (where +1 refers to the “A” in the ATG start codon). After confirming that FraR bound this DNA, we used sequential deletions to pare down the FraR-binding site to a 49-bp region (FBP-49) that represents \textpm93 to \textpm44 in the upstream sequence (Figure 2(a), Figure S2(a)). Capillary electrophoresis-based DNase I footprinting experiments revealed the presence of two FraR binding sites within this 49-bp fragment and inspired our design of two minimal 26 bp DNAs that we termed FBP-R and FBP-L (Figure 2(a), Figure S2(a)).

The binding data from our EMSAs conducted with either FBP-R or FBP-L yielded dissociation constants ($K_D$) of 0.8 \pm 0.2 nM or 1.1 \pm 0.3 nM, respectively (Figure 2(b), Figure S2(b), Figure S3). Based on these $K_D$ values, we used 0.5 nM FBP-R or FBP-L and 2 nM FraR to achieve near-complete assembly and then sought to disrupt each DNA-protein complex with non-fluorescent DNAs or potential inducers (Figure 2(c), Figure S2(c)). Specificity of DNA binding by FraR is evident from our finding that dissociation of the FraR–FBP-R (or FraR–FBP-L) complex resulted only upon addition of competing non-fluorescent versions of FBP-L or FBP-R and not a 26-bp DNA with a random sequence but the same nucleotide composition as FBP-L and FBP-R (Figure 2(c), Figure S2(c)). Likewise, even a minimal 29-bp DNA corresponding to the binding site of \textit{E. coli} FrlR (a FraR homolog) was unable to outcompete FBP-L or FBP-R bound to FraR (Figure 2(c), Figure S2(c)).

Our next goal was to establish the identity of the inducer that derepresses FraR. Given the F-Asn catabolic pathway (Figure 1(a)) and knowledge of NagR and FrlR inducers, the likely candidates...
were F-Asp or 6-P-F-Asp as both are found in the cytoplasm and are downstream metabolites of F-Asn.\textsuperscript{23,24} To ascertain specificity of ligand binding, we synthesized in-house a panel of Amadori metabolites\textsuperscript{1,25,26} (all commercially unavailable), and report the first synthesis of 6-P-F-Lys starting with glucose-6-phosphate and \(\alpha\)-formyl-lysine (Figure S4 and Supplementary Text). Dissociation of the FBP-R–FraR or FBP-L–FraR was most effective with 6-P-F-Asp followed by 6-P-F-Asn (an Amadori derivative not reported in nature but synthesized here to test the essentiality of Asp in 6-P-F-Asp) and not at all by the \(\alpha\)-conjugated 6-P-F-Lys, the postulated inducer of \textit{E. coli} FrlR\textsuperscript{23} (Figure 2(c), Figure S2(c)). Other Amadori compounds (e.g., F-Asp, F-Asn) did not cause dissociation of FBP-R–FraR (Figure S5). Further investigation revealed that titrating 6-P-F-Asp predictably...
in increased dissociation of the FraR–FBP-R complex (Figure S6).

**Characterization of the FraR-DNA complex using OBE-nMS**

Despite the reproducible detection of FraR–FBP-R/FBP-L complexes by EMSAs and gaining insights into the identity of the inducer that acts to weaken FraR’s affinity for DNA, we could not determine the stoichiometry of the complex. To obtain this information, we explored the use of nMS which has been used before for studying the interactions of transcription factors with DNA or inducers. However, FraR precipitated upon dialysis into volatile ammonium acetate-based solutions regardless of pH or inclusion of various additives (e.g., detergents). Therefore, we directed our efforts to the use of OBE-nMS for investigating FraR either free or bound to its DNA ligand (±inducer).

We first measured the molecular masses of FraR and the DNAs individually. OBE-nMS data for recombinant FraR resulted in an average molecular mass of 54,407 ± 1 Da, validating a homodimeric state (Figure 3(a), Figure S7(a), Figure S8(a), Table S2) and consistent with the oligomeric state reported for some other members of the GntR family. The observed molecular masses of 15,931 ± 1 Da for FBP-L and 15,932 ± 1 Da for FBP-R (Figures 3(b), S7(b), S8(b)–(c), Table S3) are in agreement with the expected masses. Next, we assembled FraR with either FBP-L or FBP-R and observed species with a molecular mass of 70,340 ± 1 Da for (FraR)₂–FBP-R, consistent with binding of one FraR homodimer to one DNA copy (Figure 3(c), Figure S7(c), Figure S8(c)–(d), Table S2). Moreover, titration of FraR to a fixed concentration of FBP-R demonstrated a gradual increase in formation of the (FraR)₂–FBP-R species with a small amount of (FraR)₄–FBP-R observed at excess FraR (Figure S9). In addition to providing insights into stoichiometry, these results helped assign identities to the species observed in the EMSAs: the fastest migrating band corresponds to the monomeric 26-bp FBP-R and the slower migrating band, which becomes more prominent with increasing [FraR], corresponds to (FraR)₂–FBP-R (Figure 2(b)–(c)).

We then used OBE-nMS to evaluate the effect of different inducers on pre-formed FraR–FBP-R or FraR–FBP-L complexes. In the presence of 6-P-F-Asp, we did not observe any (FraR)₂–FBP-R or (FraR)₂–FBP-L complexes but instead found species corresponding to the (FraR–6-P-F-Asp)₂ complex and either free FBP-L or FBP-R (Figure 3(e), Figure S7(e), Figure S8(f)–(g)). We also probed 6-P-F-Asp binding directly to the protein and observed the same 2:2 stoichiometry (Figure 3(d), Figure S7(d), Figure S8(h), Table S2). Amadori compounds other than 6-P-F-Asp were also tested for binding to FraR but we did not detect any complex by OBE-nMS except with 6-P-F-Asn (Figure S10, Figure S11, Table S3), matching our EMSA results (Figure S5). 6-P-F-Asn also mirrored 6-P-F-Asp in its ability to bind FraR with the same 2:2 stoichiometry and cause FraR dimer dissociation (albeit not completely) from the bound DNA (Figure S11(b)).

To further characterize the (FraR–6-P-F-Asp)₂ complex, we employed OBE-nMS to investigate the apparent Kᵰ for ligand binding, based on the assumption that the MS intensities reflect the same ratio of free:bound species that is present in solution. For this experiment, we fixed the [FraR, dimer] at 2 μM, while varying [6-P-F-Asp] from 0 to 15 μM. Interestingly, even at the lowest ligand concentrations that we tested, we did not observe any (FraR)₂ with only one 6-P-F-Asp bound (Figure 4, Figure S12). Using the Data Collector module available in Unidec software, we

**Figure 2.** Mapping and characterizing the FraR binding sites in the fraB promoter (see Supplement for details on the footprinting procedure and Figure S2 for additional data). a) DNase I footprinting was used to localize a 49-bp region in the fraB promoter essential for binding two FraR homodimers. Based on the DNA-binding properties of other GntR members, whose binding sites are typically 15–18 bp/dimer, it seemed likely that this 49-bp segment might have two separate sites for FraR binding. To validate this idea, we constructed two DNAs termed FBP-L and FBP-R (26 bp each), both derived from the 49-bp DNA (denoted as FBP-49). b) Electrophoretic mobility-shift assays were performed to ascertain the binding affinity between FraR and Cy5-FBP-R (Cy5 denoted by , see Figure S2(b) for data on FBP-L). Varying amounts of FraR (0 to 12 nM, lanes 1 to 10) were incubated with 0.5 nM Cy5-FBP-R before these binding reactions were subjected to native PAGE (6% (w/v) acrylamide). The Kᵰ value listed represents the mean ± standard deviation calculated from three independent trials (see Figure S3 for all of the primary data). c) Dissociation of pre-formed FraR–Cy5-FBP-R complexes upon addition of competing unlabeled DNAs or Amadori compounds. After mixing Cy5-FBP-R (0.5 nM) and FraR (2 nM) to form a stable DNA-protein complex, the specificity of DNA binding or the inducer’s identity, respectively, were determined by assessing the ability of competing non-fluorescent DNAs (added to a final concentration of 5 nM, lanes 3–6) or Amadori compounds (added to a final concentration of 2 mM, lanes 7–9) to cause dissociation of the Cy5-FBP-R–FraR complex. In panels b and c, the bands corresponding to Cy5-FBP-R (free DNA) and FraR–Cy5-FBP-R (bound DNA) are indicated by cartoon representations.
extracted the intensity values related to the deconvolved peaks and used GraphPad Prism to fit the data to a Hill equation since cooperativity was evident. Based on three replicates, we determined an apparent $K_D$ of $3.8 \pm 0.6$ µM and $n_H$ values of $\sim 2$ for binding of 6-P-F-Asp to FraR (Figure 4, Figure S12). It is unclear if the apparent $K_D$ might be influenced by the $\sim 10$–$15$-fold dilution of samples undergoing OBE; whether the complex dissociates in the short (<2 min) time that it is on-column is uncertain.

Concluding Remarks

Taken together, our findings from EMSA and OBE-nMS analyses permit a comparison of FraR attributes to other GntR family members and allow a few inferences with respect to how nutrient
availability is relayed to turn on bacterial catabolic pathways.

First, we demonstrated tight binding of FraR to two separate sites in the fraB promoter ($K_D \sim 1$ nM each; Figure 2(b), Figure S2(b)). SPR studies yielded $K_D$ values of $\sim$5 nM and 20 pM, respectively, for the binding of FrlR to frlO and NagR to nagAB operators.23,24 The structural basis for such disparate DNA-binding affinities of FraR/FrlR compared to NagR merits study given that all of them are members of the HutC subfamily.

Second, the GntR transcription factors typically use an N-terminal helix-turn-helix motif to recognize the palindromic consensus sequence 5'-$N_y$GTN$_2$ACN$_x$-3'.20 In contrast to an earlier prediction of the FraR binding site,23 our footprinting and binding studies suggest that FraR recognizes a sequence (5'-'GTN$_2$TTN$_2$AT-3' in FBP-L and 5'-'ATN$_2$TAN$_2$AC-3' in FBP-R) that deviates from the HutC consensus (5'-'N$_y$GTMTAKACN$_x$-3'). Preliminary results from our mutagenesis studies (unpublished) support this non-consensus binding-site assignment and place FraR in the small number of GntR members that do not utilize the exact consensus sequence established for the HutC subfamily.

Third, our MS studies provide convincing evidence that each DNA binding site in the FBP is bound by a FraR dimer, echoing other GntR members (for an exception, see29). For example, the NagR homodimer, held together by tertiary contacts between the IBDs, uses the two DBDs for sequence-specific readout of two half-sites in the DNA palindrome. Moreover, bacterial two-hybrid assays, NMR, and size-exclusion chromatography experiments showed that the FrlR IBD is also capable of dimerization.23

Fourth, of the inducers that we tested by EMSA and OBE-nMS, only 6-P-F-Asp and its synthetic analog 6-P-F-Asn caused dissociation of the FraR–FBP-R/-L complex; F-Asn, F-Asp, and 6-P-F-Lys were ineffective in this regard. The specific recognition of 6-P-F-Asp (α-glycated) and not 6-P-F-Lys (ε-glycated) mirrors the observation that the S. enterica FraB deglycase acts on 6-P-F-Asp and not 6-P-F-Lys. As pointed out earlier,23 both the catabolic enzymes and the respective regulators are specific for either the α- or ε-glycated forms of the Amadori compounds. Moreover, the apparent $K_D$ of 3.8 μM for binding of 6-P-F-Asp to FraR

\[ K_D = 3.8 \pm 0.6 \text{ μM} \]

Figure 4. Determining the binding affinity of 6-P-F-Asp for FraR. FraR (4 μM monomer) was titrated with different concentrations of 6-P-F-Asp before the samples were exchanged online into 200 mM ammonium acetate for OBE-nMS analysis. a) Deconvolved spectra of FraR in the presence of 6-P-F-Asp shows formation of (FraR–6-P-F-Asp)$_2$. b) Determination of the apparent $K_D$ for 6-P-F-Asp binding to FraR. Plot depicts the fraction of ligand bound-FraR dimer (●) that was fit to a quadratic Hill equation (see Supplementary Information). The corresponding decrease in free FraR dimer (○) is also shown. The apparent $K_D$ value listed here represents the mean ± standard deviation calculated from three independent trials (see Figure S12 for all of the primary data and the $n_H$ values).
Because phosphorylation is often the recognition determinant. FraR, with its phosphate moiety being a necessary inducer and the FraR inducer aligns with precedents established with other GntR members (e.g., NagR and N-acetylglucosamine-6-phosphate; DasR and glucosamine-6-phosphate; FrlR and 6-P-F-Asp; and 6-P-F-Asp). Because phosphorylation is often the first step in sugar-utilization pathways, it is reasonable that these abundant and stable intermediates might be favored as inducers to regulate expression of the appropriate catabolic enzymes.

Our studies also motivate several questions. First, why are there two adjacent FraR binding sites in the fraB promoter? Are both important for regulation in vivo? Second, does FraR mirror NagR, which upon inducer binding promotes a displacement of its DBDs upwards by ~70 Å in a “jumping-jack-like” motion and generates a conformation less competent for DNA binding? Such conformational dynamics of FraR ± inducer warrant study. Finally, does binding of 6-P-F-Asp to FraR eliminate all DNA binding or dampen the specificity for its cognate DNA operator? Single-molecule studies that allow real-time observation of binding events and calculation of FraR dwell times while bound to specific versus non-specific DNA will be valuable.

In conclusion, our work highlights the complementarity of OBE-nMS and EMSA. OBE-nMS provided information on the stoichiometry of a DNA-protein complex not obtained by EMSA and allowed measurements of a protein that precipitated upon offline buffer exchange. Our results also provide insights into the regulation of Amadori metabolism in a clinically significant bacterial pathogen and uncover thematic parallels in control of gene expression during utilization of unrelated nutrients.
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